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Christmas | With Canadian Poet Emily Isaacson
Take out one’s sword, and triumph!—slay the foe
at this last hour, when earth is falling low;
into a field, death’s horse now circles round
and ends the rider’s life on gravestone mound.

Dear Friends,

–Emily Isaacson

We welcome winter, its ice and beauty. Celebrate the season of
cider and hearth fires, of magic moments and inconveniences.
There are our favourite tuques, sleds and ice skates to mobilize us
from our easy chairs to the snowy outdoors. There are a myriad of
special touches to make the advent leading up to Christmas and
the day one to remember. If you have some holidays off from work,
consider reading a good book, even some poetry perhaps, to revisit
the nostalgia of the past and the creativity of the present.
The Wild lily Institute has two special gifts available at our
booksite: Arsenic, a collection of my complete sonnets, and Hours
From A Convent ( third edition). --Author Emily Isaacson

A Collection of Sonnets from Potter’s House Press
Emily’s books are sold locally at:
House of James
The Book Man
Better Buy Books
Hemmingway’s Books
New release! Buy on our online bookstore and on Amazon.

ARSENIC: 58 Distressed Sonnets
“Emily’s poetry is as popular as Purdys Chocolatier - Sweet Georgia Browns.”

This collection highlights the complete 58 sonnets by Canadian poet Emily Isaacson. The
publication of these early works detail her emergence as a writer of sonnets, a distinct and
strict templative form. Her own genius adds to their complexity as she deviates from form on
occasion to produce a reward to the eye and ear. Her thought process is deep, and yet remains
simple enough to be understood by even a child. She enters into the realm of the fantastical,
yet with guarded heart, and pitches each poem to the most dedicated reader.
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